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INTRODUCTION TO NINE GUIDES 
 

The Nine Nubun Guides are those Word Formulas of Motivation and 
Activation which propel Nubuns to SUCCESS, individually and as a Race.  

 
Any Nubun who has the durability and intelligence to adhere to the word 

formulas called THE NINE NUBUN GUIDES will survive through the 
ages and be SUCCESSFUL.  

 
The words ETHIOPIAN and NUBUN mean the same.  

A NUBUN IS A WOOLY HAIRED ETHIOPIAN.  
 

So, when we state NUBUN we mean a person or persons with Genuinely 
Wooly Hair, meaning, Genuinely Kinky Hair. 

 
PTAHKIND is the Opposite of Mankind.  

PTAHKIND is All People with Genuinely Kinky, meaning Kingly Hair by 
Nature. Ptahkind is the Ethiopian Race. PTAH is pronounced TAR, the “P” 

is silent.  
 

And MANKIND is All peoples with Straight Hair by Nature. 
 
 

  THE   NINE NUBUN (ETHIOPIAN) GUIDES  
 

1. I  Promise  To  Preserve Self At All Times To The Best Of My 
Knowledge, Wisdom, Understanding And Ability., 

 
Complete SELF is not just One Individual. Complete Self is ALL those of a 

Kind. All People of the same Race are One Being.   
 

A Race is ONE BEING with MANY PARTS, and those parts are 
the Individuals of One Being.  

 
So the Promise to Preserve Self is the Promise to Protect Self and Kind 

in every possible and practical way; reproduce Self with own Kind. 
 

 Do not be an Aggressor but do not hesitate to practice Self-
Defense whenever and wherever it is practical and needed.  

 
People who Love Self enough, to Preserve Self, do not use Tobacco in 

any form neither Strong Drinks nor any form of Dope or Narcotics.   
 
 



However, in Protecting Self, do not stick your neck out in Mankind's 
Society for the Unintelligent who refuse to Accept Nine Knowledge and 

Practice Nine Knowledge. 
 

2.  I Promise To Have Sexual Relation With No One But The Opposite 
Sex Of My Own Kind.  

 
NUMBER TWO of the Nine Guides restricts reproduction to existence only 

among those of the SAME KIND, that  is, those  of  the  SAME RACE. 
 

 This restriction is also a part of Self Preservation, and Self Preservation is 
the first Law of Nature. Eternal Life is the continuous Procreation, with the 

OPPOSITE SEX OF YOUR OWN KIND; therefore, it is very desirous 
to have a Son among the offspring of a family, because a Son continues 

the Blood Lineage.  
 

 The SEX-WITH-OWN-KIND principle prevents a race from 
destroying itself and likewise prevents people of other races from 

destroying itself by MISCEGENATION.  
 

The Nubun Male is very fortunate to have the Richest Female in Body on 
the Planet, and that is the Wooly Haired Female, and we must Learn 

to Protect her in every way and Provide for her.  
 

 The Caucasian Male struggles to keep Males of other races away from 
his Females, because he knows if other males obsess his females, his 

race in given time will become a multitude of HYBRIDS and MIX-UPS and 
memberships of no particular race.   

 
In other words, the Race loses its IDENTITY and that is DESTRUCTION. 

We must also strive to maintain our NUBUN IDENTITY.  
 
 

3. I Promise To Eat And Drink ONLY Those Gases, Liquids, 
And Solids Which Will Be More Beneficial Than Harmful To My 

Mental And Physical Selves To The Best Of My Knowledge, Wisdom, 
Understanding, And Ability. 

 
If a person eats or drinks something which he or she knows is not 
fit for consumption or it disagrees with him or her, that person is 

Unintelligent and thereby is Mentally Dead.   
 

The One Supreme Being is NATURE IN GENERAL, and the One 
Supreme Being is our Physical Lives because we Feel, Eat, Drink, Taste, 

and Breathe the One Supreme Being.   



 
 

The One Supreme Being is our Mental Lives because we Study and 
Understand it by Analyzing, Observing it and Learning of it.   

 
The One Supreme Being is Food, Clothing, and Shelter; 

 It is All Persons, All Places, and All Things.  
 

Each part of a person's Physical Self, which has a different composition 
than another part is composed of a different formula, and those parts 

different in composition require a different food, that is, the kind of food 
which possesses the formula of that part.   

 
When a given part of the person does not get the formula necessary for 

its survival, that part begins to degenerate and the person starts 
to suffer from disease or ailment.  

 
Ethiopian Communities everywhere need Mentally Resurrected Dietitians 
who can teach Ethiopians what to eat, how much to eat, and when to eat.  

 
We must not let the Caucasian influence us on what is best for us to eat. 
He may tell us that PIG is all right to consume, but we know that pig is a 

diseased animal by Nature, who possesses poisonous flesh. 
 

 By Nature Hogs produce TRICHINA WORMS, which cause disease 
called TRICHINOSIS. We must decide for ourselves what is best for us to 

eat and how much and cook it in the way that is best for health. 
 

Most Seafood with Scales is all right to eat.   
 

Most Fowl that is not Birds of prey is all right to eat. 
 

 Fruits that are suitable for your Digestive System are all right to eat.  
 

Nuts like Peanuts are all right eat, because peanuts are not as hard to 
digest as some other Nuts, because they are not as heavy and oily 

as some others.  
 

Yet, Raw JUMBO PEANUTS are very helpful to those who are bothered 
by TOO MUCH STOMACH ACIDITY.  

 
All Vegetation that is not poisonous and is agreeable to the person 

is all right to eat.  
 
 



Of course, Artificial Drinks are Poisonous to the Health, and the 
Water and Fruit Juice that’s available to the person should be as Fresh as 

possible and pure as possible.  
 

 Of course, Alcoholic Drinks are completely TABU (forbidding) for Mentally 
Resurrected Ethiopians. 

 
  The Air we Breathe and the Water we drink should be very Clean and 

Fresh, and Smoking Tobacco and Marijuana cloud the Lungs and 
Bloodstream. 

 
In short, anything that will cause a person more harm than benefit should 
not be consumed; if an Intelligent Person knows that something does him 

more harm than help, he or she will not indulge.  
 
 
 

4. I Promise To Be A Nubun FIRST To The Best Of My Knowledge, 
Wisdom, Understanding, And Ability, Then Whatever Else I Wish To 

Be. 
 

Mentally Resurrected Nubuns try hard to follow and adhere to the 
Highest Standards in Nature, and trying hard to be a Nubun  FIRST  in  a 

world of  Mankind is no exception.  
 

Being A NUBUN FIRST is NUMBER FOUR of the Nine Guides.  
Be a Nubun FIRST then whatever else you wish to be means this: Before 

doing any  serious  talking  or  taking  any  sincere  action of  any  sort, 
FIRST  determine if  it  is  in  the best  interests of  the Nubun  Race as 

a  whole because,  if  what  you say  or  do  is  best  for  the Nubun Race, 
it is best  for  your  Nubun Family  including  your  Nubun Self.   

 
What is best for the Race is also best for its component parts.  The 

Caucasian Race knows this and practices this. And this is one reason why 
it is much more unified and much stronger than our Race. 

 
  Being A NUBUN FIRST helps strengthen us by Race and recognition, 

so  that  we may become what  we wish  to be as an individual.  
 

5. I Promise To Advocate Nine Knowledge And Adhere To Nine 
Knowledge To The Best Of My Scientific Information, Wisdom, 

Understanding, And Ability. 
 

There is an old saying:  You know the tree by THE FRUIT 
it produces.  By the same token:  You know a Mentally Resurrected 

Nubun by his or her ACTIVITIES.  



 
Advocating Nine Knowledge may be one thing and adhering to 

Nine Knowledge may be another. You heard the 
expression:  Put your money where your mouth is. By the same ethic: 

  Put your adherence where your Advocation is. 
 

 If one advocates Nine Knowledge that person should be adhering to, that 
is, practicing Nine Knowledge.   

 
Advocation and Adherence should coincide as one.  

 If a person talks Nine Knowledge but does not follow through on  the 
practice,  that  person  does  himself  or  herself  more harm  than benefit, 

and thereby  is  Unintelligent.  
 

Everyone with Genuinely Wooly Hair by Nature is a Nubun BY RACE, but 
only those who can understand and practice Nine Knowledge are Nubun 

BY MIND.  
 

Be Intelligent and accept NO ALIEN CULTURE and 
NO ALIEN RELIGION for your own but always hold fast  to your own. 

 
 

6. I Promise To Treat Peoples Of Other Races The Same Way That 
They Treat Me To The Best Of My Knowledge, Wisdom, 

Understanding, And Ability.   
 

Mankind has practiced DISCRIMINATION against NUBUNS as 
far back  as  their  history  can be found;  now  it  is  time for  us Nubuns to 
RECIPROCATE by  destroying  the ONESIDEDNESS of that BIASNESS.  

 
That is to say, the Guide which commands us to treat people 

of  other  races like they  treat  us means be  a PERFECT  RACIST  and 
practice  RACISM the way  it  should be practiced,  that  is  EQUALLY.  

 
One-sided racism, the way mankind practices it, is wrong. Their is nothing 

wrong with racism if it is EQUAL RACISM - the kind that maintains this 
warning to peoples of other races:  

 
 I will not exploit  you and don't  you exploit  me;   

 
I  will  not  try  to  proselyte you  and don't  you try  to proselyte me; 

 
I  will  not  try  to pervert  or  sex your  females, and don't  you try  to 

pervert  or  sex my  females. 
 
 



I will not try to take what rightly belongs to you and don't you try to take 
what belongs to me.  

 
This is the way to practice EQUAL RACISM with peoples of other races. 

NUMBER SIX of the Guides also means:  If people of 
other races treat you bad, treat them worse If 

they are THE AGGRESSOR, and therefore your WORSE 
treatment  to  the  aggressor  is  only  equal  or  the same  as their BAD 

treatment of you. 
 
 
 

7.  I Promise To Uphold Justice And Rightness At All Times To The 
Best Of My Knowledge, Wisdom, Understanding And Ability. 

 
JUSTICE and RIGHTNESS work in Unity with  

Equalness; In fact the two are based on PARITY.  A person can 
be only as Just as or Right as THE KNOWLEDGE he has access to and 

only as Just or Right  (in accord with Correct Knowledge) as HIS NATURE 
dictates.  

 
In other words, a person can not be Just and Right if he does not have the 

definition and knowledge of Justice and Rightness, and even though a 
person may have the definition and knowledge of these factors he can 
only practice them to the degree that his NATURE is Just and Right, 

unless forced  into them  further  by  circumstances.   
 

Justice is THE BALANCE OF THE OPPOSITES in accord with the cycle 
in which one lives.  Justice is EYE for EYE and TEETH for 

TOOTH, because an Aggressor (according to the Laws of Nature) does 
not get returned to him just the amount of damage 

he did, but  must  also  pay  for  being  THE AGGRESSOR.  
 

 When anyone tempers Justice with Mercy, it ceases to 
be Justice any Longer.  

 
We Wooly Haired Nubuns represent JUSTICE BY NATURE, because we 

have the greatest capacity for reaching the Highest Standards 
of Nature and maintaining them. 

 
 It will suffice here to state that Justice and Rightness are the nature of us 

Nubuns in our Just Cycle and in our RIGHT Mind. Our Right Mind is 
our Nine Knowledge Mind, our Mind of Nine Reason.  

 
 



 We Nubuns are responsible for restoring True Justice and Rightness, 
because mankind, being animal, is not capable of reaching and 

maintaining the state of real Justice and Rightness. 
 

Those who practice Justice are also practicing Rightness.   
RIGHTNESS is the Laws and way of General Nature. The dictates 

of the Nature of a person, place, or thing are Rightness for that person, 
place, or thing. 

 
 In other words, the Nature of a thing is right for it, 

 because a thing exists best  when  it  adheres  to  its  own Nature.  
 

Some people believe (belief means one does not know)  
that going to church makes People GOOD or RIGHT,  

 but this is  a  false  belief  as  most  religious  beliefs  are.   
 

The facts are: Whether a person goes to church or not, that individual will 
do what ever his or her Nature dictates. 

 
If the person is POSITIVE by Nature, he or she will be as Right as 
that person has the knowledge and ability to be whether he goes 

  to church  or  not.   
 

On the other hand, if a person is NEGATIVE by Nature, he or she 
  will do the wrong  or negative things which the person's 

nature  demands  whether  the individual  goes  to  church or  not.  
 

Hence, Rightness for a person, place, or thing is its own nature. 
However, THE HIGHEST STANDARDS attainable in Absolute Nature (All 
Space, All Matter, All Time) by it Laws are the Highest Form of Rightness 

and Justice practicable.  
 

What are Mercy, Forgiveness, and Justice? 
 

 MERCY is DEFERMENT OF JUSTICE until a later time. Then justice will 
fall upon the individual guilty one himself (or herself) or upon his or her 
seed or kind, because each and every one of a kind is one flesh and 

blood, for they sprang from the same ancestral tree or origin.  
 

FORGIVENESS is TEMPORARY TRANSFERMENT OF GUILT from the 
guilty one to the forgiver. However, forgiveness does not free the guilty 

from his or her wrong-doing because, according to the Laws of Nature, the 
guilty one MUST ACCOUNT for his wrongness, personally, or the guilty 

one's seed or kind must do so.  
 
 



Forgiveness means to take the guilt of someone upon self, and thereby 
the forgiver becomes an accomplice of the guilty, therefore, his penalty or 
punishment is the same as the guilty, but the forgiver's punishment comes 
before that of the guilty. But the punishment of the forgiver comes before 

that of the guilty, because the act of the forgiver is a temporary 
transferment of the guilt to himself, meaning, the punishment of the actual 

guilty one is deferred until later, since the forgiver has taken it upon 
himself.  

 
However, the innocent paying the price of the guilty does not satisfy the 

Laws of Justice, because the innocent did not commit the 
wrongness.  The guilty one himself (or herself) must finally take the 
punishment of guilt in full, and then the laws of justice are satisfied.  

 
Moreover, a person can not forgive another person for some wrongness 
the culprit did to a third party, for the only one who can truly forgive is the 

victim himself, because he or she is the one who suffered the hurt and 
harm, and the victim himself does not have the power of forgiveness 

unless he or she is in his or her right mind, and one can not be in his right 
mind unless he or she knows, accepts, and understands  

Right Knowledge.  
 

A person has accepted Right Knowledge when he knows Right 
Knowledge and practices Right Knowledge. Right knowledge is 

UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE.   
 

 If a person of a kind forgives another person of his own kind, he has 
forgiven himself, because all people of the same kind are one flesh and 
blood by Nature and ancestral tree or origin, and Justice works by the 

seed, that is, Ancestral Lineage. 
 

 JUSTICE IS WORDS FOR WORDS AND DEEDS FOR DEEDS, NOT 
EQUAL TO THE AMOUNT SOWN BUT EQUAL TO THE AMOUNT 

GROWN. 
 

 "Not equal to the amount sown but equal to the  amount  grown" 
means  this: The one who initiates a wrong deed is AN AGGRESSOR 
whose wrongness may cause a chain reaction of wrong deeds, but the 

wrong-doer of the original wrong act is responsible for all the wrongness 
which result from the original wrong act, therefore, the one who first sowed 
the seed of wrong must reap the whole harvest, according to the Laws Of 

Justice, because he is the Aggressor as well as the transgressor.  
 

However, all who were a part of the chain reaction of wrongness are 
accomplices of the Original Aggressor, and will meet the same fate as the 



Aggressor, if they deliberately follow in the foot steps of the Aggressor, 
knowing that he is wrong and violating the Laws of Nature. 

 
 8.  I Promise I Will Fight Hard For Liberation And Freedom For The 

Nubun Race, And When It Is Liberated And Free, I Will Work Just As 
Hard To Keep Our Liberty And Freedom Preserved To The Best Of 

My Knowledge, Wisdom, Understanding, And Ability. 
 

There is nothing wrong with fighting verbally and violently for our liberation 
and freedom when we have a chance to win, it is foolish to 

fight PHYSICALLY when we only have a chance to lose and 
see ourselves be put deeper into captivity and oppression mentally 

and physically than before.  
 

There is no Liberation and Freedom obtainable in the world 
of Animaldom without bloodshed, but that bloodshed must be on the 
battlefield when we have a chance to win and the bloodshed must be 

mostly from THE VEINS OF THE ENEMY.  
 

A person should defend himself or herself Mentally and Physically at all 
times to the best of his and her knowledge and ability, but it should always 

be done as reasonable and practical as possible.  That is to say, when 
you do not have a chance to win, you will destroy yourself by trying. 

 
 Use your Best Mind FIRST at all times for Self-Defense, then whatever 
else you can succeed in doing.  There is no VICTORY IN DEATH as the 
dead would have us BELIEVE, unless it is the death of THE ENEMY.  

 
DEATH is DEFEAT. When you shed more blood than the enemy that is 

defeat. When you suffer more death than the enemy that is defeat.  When 
you fight Verbally and Physically with the enemy and when the fight 

subsides, the enemy is still the best in what ever you were fighting over, 
that is defeat.  

 
Let's fight, but fight when and where it is REASONABLE, PRACTICAL, 

and WINNABLE.  It is Reasonable, Practical, and Winnable for us to fight 
FIRST with NINE KNOWLEDGE, for Nine Knowledge gives  us 

Nubuns  the Proper Guide  and helps  the  Sun change the 
Gases  of  the  Atmosphere to  our  favor.  

 
Our Minds emanate Gases. If our Minds are Negative, the Gases are 

Negative and against us. If our Minds are Positive, the Gases are Positive 
and for us, and Positive Gases of Nine help the Nine Sun change the 
atmosphere to  the Positive Cycle that  is growing  now. The Gases of 

the atmosphere working on and with our Minds are what Control and Rule. 
 



9.  I Promise That Before My Physical Death I Will Arrange For My 
Lifeless Body To Be CREMATED And The Remains Distributed At 
The Roots Of An Evergreen Tree Or Some Other Suitable Placed 

Willed By The Deceased.  
 

I also Seriously Promise By Nubun Forces Of Nature By This Ninth 
Guide  To Maintain The Promises Of ALL  Nine Nubun  Guides For An 
Existence In Liberty, Freedom, Preservation, Well-Being and Success, 

With The Understanding That If I Fail With The Understanding That If I Fail 
To Keep My Promise To The Best Of My Knowledge, Wisdom, 

Understanding, and Ability, I  will  SOON  JOIN  THE PHYSICAL DEAD.  
 

Ghouls, Ghost, and Demons 
in the atmosphere and in people will control and rule us Nubuns so long 

as we allow our dead bodies to BE BURIED instead of   
CREMATED 

 
.  In other words, as long as we follow the doctrines and ways 

of THE DEAD IN MIND and those who represent THE DEAD IN BODY, 
we  will  continue  to  be  held  captive  and  oppressed  by  THE  DEAD.  

 
 NUMBER NINE of the Nine Nubun Guides require that we CREMATE 
our deceased relatives and the flesh of all dead  animals  which  is  not 

stored  for  food  so  that  their  bodies 
can  not  ferment  death  gases  that  permeate  the  atmosphere  and 
strengthen  and  multiply  ghouls,  ghosts,  and  demons  in  general. 

 
  Because in turn these Spirits Of Death exist by preying on the living by 

subsisting on their blood and by causing 
  Oppression, suppression, repression, diseases, murders, insanity, 

sex perversion, deformities, et cetera. 
 

  And all of these activities are acts of 
Negative Forces of Nature called CONSCIOUS DEATH GASES who 

cause suffering and death through mankind so that 
those Negative Forces may survive.  

 
Burying Dead Bodies of anything instead of Cremating 

them increases the power of the dead  
(The Negative Forces of Nature)  to prey on the living and cause 

  The Physical Living to suffer, shed blood, and die. 
 
 

Cremating Dead Bodies help lessen and destroy Negative Forces and 
help break the spell of control over us, that we may live longer and in 

greater ease. A Dead Body should be Cremated as soon as 



its identity is established and those concerned have had a chance to view 
it. It should never be allowed to reach a point of Odorous Decay.  

 
 It should be Cremated immediately and the remains deposited 

at the roots of an EVERGREEN TREE or some other suitable place willed 
by the decreased or determined by the relatives. 

 
 NUMBER NINE of the guides also provides for SWORN ADHERENCE to 
the promises made by the Nubun with Nine Ether - The Nubun 
Forces of Nature - that he or  she  will  exist  in liberty, freedom, 
preservation,  well-being, and success as  long  as  these NINE 
(9)  PROMISES are kept  to  the  best of  the Nubun's knowledge, wisdom, 
understanding, and ability, and if  the Nubun  does  not  keep his 
promises  to his forces  for  his own survival  and wellbeing, that  person 
has  committed suicide,  and will die physically ANON, because he or she 
does not deserve to live. 
 
                              WHAT IS NINE KNOWLEDGE?  
 
Nine Knowledge is Ethiopian Knowledge by Nature, composed and 
disclosed by Ethiopians, that is, Wooly-Haired People.  
 
One of the major enemies of the Ethiopian Race is IGNORANCE. The 
words CAIN and NEGRO spell the word IGNORANCE, because Cain 
(which is short for Caucasian, the white man) produced ignorance and 
created the mental dependent called NEGRO. 
 
 The enemy of an Intelligent Mind, is Ignorance, therefore, Nine 
Knowledge provides the Mental Strength necessary to fight off this natural 
foe and help prepare a protective defense against it.  
 
Universal and Natural Knowledge to be known as Nine Knowledge is THE 
RESURRECTOR of the Mental Dead called NEGROES.  

 
NOTES 

 
Nine Knowledge is known as NOONE, pronounced NOON. 

Be Intelligent and Accept NO ALIEN CUTULE and NO ALIEN RELIGION 
for you Own but always hold fast to your Own TRUE CULTURE (THE 

SCIENCE NOONE)  
	




